Recommendations by
Doctors, Nurses and Ostomates

Dear Fellow Ostomates,
I would like to extend my sincere
appreciation to all the people
who have helped me turn my
dreams into reality. My family,
my friends, doctors, nurses,
support groups and most of all I
want to thank my God, without
whom I would never have made
such a strong comeback after my
ongoing struggle with Crohn’s
Disease.
I am delighted to introduce
OPTIONSTM Ostomy Support Barrier, a new and
unique line of undergarments designed and patented
especially for ‘You’. I share many of your concerns,
my medical situation required a number of surgeries,
including a colostomy in 1978, an ileostomy in
1985 and a proctectomy in 1986. As you can well
appreciate, I have had many frustrating moments
trying to find products to help me cope with my
functional and personal 24-hour needs concerning
activity, sleep and intimacy; and my worst fear, a
leak.
OPTIONSTM Ostomy Support Barrier offers a
genuine breakthrough by finally providing you with
a patented product that virtually eliminates leaks
and satisfies your 24-hour needs for day, sleep and
intimacy. OPTIONSTM provide you with 24-hour
freedom, security and confidence restoring your
dignity and helping to enhance and renew your
perception of self and quality of life. OPTIONSTM
conceals the pouch, serves as a moisture barrier and
supports and contains the pouch, thereby reducing
pressure on the pouch and wafer. OPTIONSTM are
easy to wear; all that is required is a few simple steps
to have that secure feeling 24-hours a day. All of
these features were developed while maintaining
high fashion, elegance and craftsmanship.
I am committed to providing Ostomates
throughout the world with renewed dignity and 24hour freedom, security and confidence, as well as a
new image...thus a new sense of self. Living with
OPTIONSTM has no limits.
With warmest regard,
Dolores Y. Beaupied
Ostomate & Founder

“I thought my life was over after surgery. I was
chained to my home because of leaks and a
complete loss of confidence. My ET nurse told me
that OPTIONTM would change my life. I can’t
begin to tell you how much your Ostomy Support
Barrier has done for me; no more leaks which
helped my confidence. I go out in the company of
others and even exercise again. I could even say that
there are times I even forget I have an ostomy! They
are reasonably priced too. Thank you for marketing
them so other Ostomates could have the benefit of
having a product that will do so much for them.
Thanks again.”
Joseph Seiden, Ostomate, Harrisville, PA
“For 39 years I have been an ileostomate. The
OPTIONS TM Ostomy Support Barrier is
considered a genuine breakthrough because for the
first time all Ostomates now have a choice of nifty,
aesthetically pleasing items that not only
incorporate a skin protective moisture barrier but
also discreetly conceal pouch contents while
supporting the weight of a full pouch.”

Elizabeth McConnell, Ostomate, and RNET
Harrisburg, PA

“After reviewing OPTIONSTM, I am convinced this
unique product is a valuable contribution and a
medical necessity to the well being of Ostomates
worldwide. This product will totally change what
2.5 million Ostomates come to rely on to prevent
leakage, as well as accommodating their functional
needs. Quite simply, they will stop using products
designed for the non-ostomate and come to use
what has been created especially for them by an
Ostomate.”

Michael O. Blackstone, MD, Associate Professor of
Gastroenterology
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL

“OPTIONSTM products are wonderful! They offer
freedom of movement and comfort in keeping the
pouch away from my skin. Almost like not wearing
a pouch. Different designs also offer the illusions of
not wearing pouches during intimate times.”
Shirley Levin, Ostomate, Past President and VT
North Suburban Chicago UOA Chapter, Chicago,
IL
UOAA - United Ostomy Assoc. of America Inc.
800.826.0826 www.ostomy.org
04.16.15

Forget You are wearing a pouch!
Designed by an Ostomate for Day, Sleep and Intimacy

Covered by Most Health Plans
Please see details inside

OPTIONSTM exclusively distributed by

Support VIRTUALLY ELIMINATES
LEAKS 24-HOURS FOR DAY, SLEEP AND INTIMACY:
Supports weight of contents, which relieves pull
on stoma seal and prevents leakage, burning and
itching
 Protects and eliminates pull on adhesive seal of
wafer - extending wear time of wafer
 Prevents ballooning





POUCH AND WAFER:

Absorbs moisture, preventing rashes and skin
breakdown from pouch and wafer
 Prevents feeling pouch, heat or tail closure
 Reduces pouch rustle
 Easy access for intimacy
 Fits all manufacturers’ pouching systems

LADIES’ SIZE CHART
Order
Size
Hip
Size

Medium
6-7

Large
8-9

XL
10

33”-37”

37” - 41”

41”-45”

45”-47”

Waist
Order

32-34
Small

36-38
Medium

40-42
Large

44-46
XL

LARGE SIZES and CHILDREN’S SIZES available upon request.
DO NOT change size because of pouch - order TRUE size. Access for urostomy tubing on every product.
If stoma is under or above waistband, please contact customer service for special order.
Designed for a discreet appearance and to provide a flatter abdominal profile: when the pouch is contained within the SUPPORT
it provides a larger area across the lower abdomen for the pouch contents to be evenly distributed providing concealment.
To further conceal and prevent ballooning, it is also recommended that an 8” or longer pouch be used .

2. Bring right and left panels
behind pouch then close at
waist.

3. Tuck in pouch and direct
tail to opposite side then
pull up front of garment.

Easy to Empty:
Front outer panel
designed to pull down
to empty 8” or longer
pouch between legs.

A Patented OPTIONS™ built-in OSTOMY BARRIER/SUPPORT in every product –
comfortable 100% Cotton absorbs/wicks moisture away from skin

MENS
932AB
Gray
NEW

Men’s Backless with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

94006AB
Gray

Men’s Boxer Brief with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

The backless brief is a new rib-knit that is 100% soft cotton that is comfortable and
wicks/absorbs moisture. The barrier/support is also 100% cotton baby jersey that wicks/
absorbs moisture. Perfect for intimacy, sleep or under swimwear. The comfortable leg
bands help hold garment and pouch securely against the body to ensure freedom of
movement. No fly opening. Open crotch. New comfortable soft waistband.

The boxer brief is a new rib-knit that is 100% soft cotton that is comfortable and wicks/
absorbs moisture. The barrier/support is also 100% cotton baby jersey that wicks/absorbs
moisture. Comfort for active days or for sleepwear. Regular fly opening. New comfortable
soft waistband.

80001AB
Soft Pink

Ladies’ Basic Brief with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

81001AB
Soft Pink

Ladies’ Split-Crotch Brief with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

80204AB
White

Ladies’ Basic Brief with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

81204AB
White

Ladies’ Split-Crotch Brief with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

83002AB
Black

Ladies' Wrap/Brief with Open Crotch and Built-in Barrier/Support

83202AB
Black

Ladies’ Backless with Split-lace Crotch and Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

88004AB
White

Ladies’ Brief with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

MEN’S SIZE CHART

Small
4-5

How to use:
1. Separate closure on
Barrier / Support then pull
up front of garment to waist

93006AB
Gray

New rib-knit is 100% soft cotton that is comfortable and wicks/absorbs moisture. The
barrier/support is also 100% cotton baby jersey that wicks/absorbs moisture. Regular fly
opening. New comfortable soft waistband.

LADIES

OPTIONSTM CREATES A Barrier BETWEEN SKIN,

OPTIONS

Men’s Basic with Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

NEW

HOW THIS HELPS ‘YOU’:
 Edgepark will make ordering and insurance processing Hassle-Free!
 Most health plans cover OPTIONSTM - Saves you money
 20% Discount if no insurance OR your insurance does not cover
 Edgepark handles more than 1,000 insurance contracts
 Order all your ostomy supplies from one place
 Reordering program available - FREE shipping
TM

90006AB
Gray

Men's Wrap/Brief with Open Crotch and Built-in Ostomy Barrier/Support

Wrap/brief with open crotch ideal for daily activities, exercise, intimacy and sleep, and
perfect under swimwear. For higher stoma locations, adjust the garment on the torso. New
rib-knit is 100% soft cotton that is comfortable and wicks/absorbs moisture. The Barrier/
Support is also 100% cotton baby jersey that wicks/absorbs moisture.

NEW

The everyday Basic Brief is designed for 24 hour wear. It has light control for smoothing
pouch and abdomen. Perfect for daywear or sleepwear. Soft Pink features silky supportive
80% nylon/20% Lycra. 100% cotton crotch, which wicks/ absorbs moisture.

Designed for 24-hour wear. Perfect for intimate moments, active daywear and, when
sleeping, split allows air to flow to body. Split-crotch also separates automatically for
urination when knees spread apart. Soft Pink features silky supportive 80% nylon/20%
Lycra, nylon split-lace crotch.

The Basic Brief is designed for 24 hour wear. Perfect for daywear or sleepwear. White
features soft absorbent 92% cotton/8% Lycra. 100% cotton crotch, which wicks/
absorbs moisture.

Designed for 24-hour wear. Perfect for intimate moments, active daywear and, when
sleeping, split allows air to flow to body. Split-crotch also separates automatically for
urination when knees spread apart. White features soft absorbent 92% cotton/8% Lycra,
split-crotch 100% cotton.

Amazingly beautiful all-over-stretch lace. Perfect for intimacy, providing security and
freedom. Also great for daywear, sleepwear and ideal under swimwear. 92% Nylon/8%
Lycra.

Practical and functional for 24-hour wear for day, sleeping or intimacy. Perfect under
pantyhose and swimwear. 100% nylon.

Designed for 24-hour wear including exercising and workouts. Added support for
contouring pouch and body. Soft, two-way stretch fabric provides control, support and
comfort. White. 80% nylon/20% Lycra and a 100% cotton crotch.

